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SOURCE Salvador Litvak

"Accidental Talmudist," Uses Social Media to Bring Together Jews, Christians, Muslims,
Hindus, and Atheists

LOS ANGELES, May 14, 2018 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- Working with his wife, Nina
Davidovich Litvak, Salvador reaches one million people in 70 countries daily through an
engaging blog and Live Show. The Litvaks' mission is "to increase peace in the world by sharing
Jewish wisdom with everyone."

Drawing from the vast body of wisdom literature found in Judaism's ancient Oral Tradition, also
known as the Talmud, the Litvaks offer time-tested solutions to modern problems. They
emphasize the value of civil discourse in the current climate of overheated debate and trolling,
especially on social media.

A Hollywood film director and Chilean immigrant, Salvador became the Accidental Talmudist
after a little miracle launched him into seven years of daily Talmud study. "In that oceanic
repository of Jewish law and lore, I discovered a fountain of wisdom for living that is relevant to
all people," Litvak said.

In addition to his social media posts and published articles, Salvador makes frequent
appearances as an in-demand speaker. Audiences respond to his unique brand of smart,
exuberant spirituality that's accessible to all, whether religious or secular.

"There has never been so much knowledge available to the average human being," says
Litvak, "and yet everyone is thirsty for meaning. We don't satisfy the yearnings of our souls by
zeroing our inboxes. We do it by living in consonance with the values and potential for which
we were created. And we do it best in community."

N. Shyne Alviar, a loyal "Accidental Talmudist" enthusiast shares, "I am so inspired every
week, and look forward to the new videos like looking forward to a visit from a dear friend. In
the same way, after watching, I feel joyful, soul-fed, and ready to try to do as much good in the
world as Sal and Nina do with this work. How can someone make folks feel so connected and
supported over this crazy internet? It's their gift, and we are privileged to receive it."
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